SMART Car Control

SMART Car Control is a bilingual web-based application that covers all automobile trading activities. It allows you to manage the stock of vehicles at each warehouse and showroom; it lets you as well manage the purchasing of new cars and the transfer of cars between showrooms as well as the exchange with other traders. It also lets you manage the sales and the salesmen performance, provide quotations and manage sales leads in an automated way.

**SMART Car Control offers you:**

* Car Categorization and Classification.
* Payment processing and installments monitoring.
* Salesmen performance and commissions.
* Customs release and commercial plates monitoring.
* Automated quotations to saved clients with historical transaction.
* Fully customized notifications, alerts, reports and dash board to suit different management levels.

On-site or Online ?!

ITQAN helps you deploy the Smart Solution on-site on your servers, or host it online on ITQAN’s cloud to get the benefits of your solution with reduced initial investment.

Move Smartly to the future